
Designed for performance and portability the Mobile 
Encoder transmits broadcast quality, low latency live video 
over IP from the most challenging network locations. 

The Quicklink Mobile Encoder takes mobile news gathering 
to the next level using H.264 or HEVC.

Mobile Encoder
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Modern design
Quicklink have designed a modern day mobile encoder that incorporates 
all of the functionality required to broadcast live video from any location. 
The encoder can simultaneously bond up to 10 connections including Wi-Fi, 
Cellular and LAN.

Optimised for satellite
The Quicklink Mobile Encoder automatically optimises its transmission to 
maximise quality and to minimise latency. The encoder is fully tested on the 
Thuraya satellite, VSAT and Ka network.

Smaller, lighter, higher quality
Weighing just 2.05kg, the Quicklink Mobile Encoder represents the 
ultimate uplink device for professional newsgathering.

Robust and reliable
The Quicklink Mobile Encoder automatically aggregates all available 
bandwidth seamlessly, without disruption of transmission – even as satellite, 
microwave or cellular connections are added or dropped.

Record and uplink
Record your input source locally and forward to the server or USB drive 
when required. Uplink to social media and other live RTMP streaming 
applications directly from the server.
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The Mobile Encoder takes newsgathering to the 
next level!

iStats App

The Quicklink iStats App allows you to monitor 
your Quicklink video encoders wherever you are, 
in an instant, in real time. Synchronise the app 
with your encoders and continuously track their 
statuses and performance. The Quicklink iStats 
App stays on alert and guarantees you peace of 
mind!
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